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1 Introduction
Periodic monopoles have been studied in the past by means of the generalised Nahm
transform. In [1], it was shown that the Bogomolny (monopole) equations on R2×S1 with
coordinates ζ = x+ iy and z ∼ z + β are mapped to solutions of Hitchin equations
Fss¯ = −1
4
[Φ,Φ†] Ds¯Φ = 0
on a cylinder described by (r, t) ∈ R× S1, with s = r+ it. We will work with the notation
of [2], in which a class of solutions to the Hitchin equations corresponding to a chain of
charge 2 is
Φ =
(
0 µ+e
ψ/2
µ−e−ψ/2 0
)
As¯ = aσ3 As = −a¯σ3
where the characteristic equation of Φ is fixed by the spectral curve as described in [1],1
−det(Φ) = µ+µ− = C cosh(βs) +K/2
and a and ψ are functions of (r, t) satisfying 4a = −∂s¯ψ,
∇2Re(ψ) = 2
(
|µ+|2eRe(ψ) − |µ−|2e−Re(ψ)
)
(1.1)
with Im(ψ) chosen in such a way that Φ has the correct t-period.
1Here we follow the conventions of [2, 3] for the sign of K. The opposite sign was used in [4], the only
difference being a rotation of the monopole system by pi/2 about the z axis.
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The inverse Nahm operator
∆Ψ =
(
12 ⊗ (2∂s¯ − z) + 2As¯ 12 ⊗ ζ − Φ
12 ⊗ ζ¯ − Φ† 12 ⊗ (2∂s + z) + 2As
)
Ψ = 0 (1.2)
with solutions normalised to ∫ ∞
−∞
dr
∫ pi/β
−pi/β
dt (Ψ†Ψ) = 12
then allows a numerical construction of the monopole fields
Φˆ = i
∫ ∞
−∞
dr
∫ pi/β
−pi/β
dt (rΨ†Ψ) Aˆi =
∫ ∞
−∞
dr
∫ pi/β
−pi/β
dt (Ψ†∂iΨ)
and an analytical study of their symmetries.
We will focus on the two classes of solution with α = 0, [3], for which the zeros of
det(Φ) are placed either in the same or different entries of Φ:
• The ‘zeros together’ solution has Im(ψ) = 0 and
µ+ = C cosh(βs) +K/2 µ− = 1.
• The ‘zeros apart’ solution has Im(ψ) = −βt and
µ± =
√
C/2
(
eβs/2 +W±1e−βs/2
)
where K/C = W +W−1. (1.3)
The choice of solution affects the symmetries and scattering processes of the corresponding
monopoles, as will be discussed in section 2.
In the monopole picture, these solutions correspond, for the complex modulus |K| 
2C, to monopoles located approximately at ζ = ±√K/2 and with zero z-offset, [3]. The
positive real parameter C determines the size to period ratio of the constituent monopoles.
Periodic monopoles have also been observed to split into two constituent energy peaks, in
this case separated by |C√2/K| when |K|  2C.2 The aim of this paper is to study how
the monopole shape and location depend on K and C.
Periodic monopoles of charge 1 and 2 were constructed in [6] and [2]. In [3], the
‘spectral approximation’ was introduced, allowing the monopole fields to be read off from
the spectral curve when C is large. This paper gives further evidence on the validity of this
approximation and illustrates how it arises from the well separated monopoles at small C.
The effect of C on the moduli space of solutions was discussed further in [4].
This paper is arranged as follows. In section 2 the symmetries of charge 2 periodic
monopoles are given. The limits of small and large C are discussed in sections 3 and 4. The
intermediate regime is then studied in section 5, and some comments on the generalisation
to higher charges are made in section 6.
2Such behaviour has been extensively researched for periodic instantons, which have monopole con-
stituents [5]. The case of periodic monopoles displays an important difference with the caloron case, in that
constituents are always present due to the asymptotic holonomy always being non-trivial [3], although their
separation reduces as C → 0. Furthemore, it is not yet clear whether there is in this case a meaningful
description of the constituents as separate entities in their own right.
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2 Monopole symmetries
Spatial symmetries of the monopole can be deduced from the structure of the inverse Nahm
operator (1.2) as follows. The symmetries of the spectral curve motivate a transformation
of the coordinates on the Hitchin cylinder, such that the transformed Nahm/Hitchin fields
can be expressed in terms of a gauge transformation of the original fields. A suitable trans-
formation of the spatial (ζ, z) coordinates which twist the inverse Nahm operator leaves
its kernel unchanged, implying the monopole fields at the transformed spatial coordinates
are gauge equivalent to the original monopole fields. This procedure was discussed in [2]
and extended in [3], and the reader is referred to these for a detailed discussion. This
section summarises the symmetries relevant to the charge 2 periodic monopole, extending
those presented in [3] by considering more carefully the branching structure of the solutions
for |K| ≤ 2C.
In the ‘zeros together’ case the monopole fields display the spatial symmetries (ζ, z) ∼
(ζ¯,−z) for K ∈ R, and (ζ, z) ∼ (iζ¯,−z) for K ∈ iR. In both cases (ζ, z;K) ∼ (iζ, z;−K),
such that when K = 0 there is an enhanced C4 symmetry (ζ, z) ∼ (iζ, z).
The ‘zeros apart’ case enjoys the symmetry (ζ, z) ∼ (ζ¯,−z) for W ∈ R and (ζ, z) ∼
(iζ¯,−z) for W ∈ iR, in both cases with (ζ, z,W ) ∼ (ζ¯, β/2− z,W−1) relating the incoming
and outgoing legs of the geodesics on the half-lines W = p2 and W = ip2 for p > 0. There
are two cases with enhanced symmetry, which will be of particular interest in this paper:
• for W = 1, (ζ, z) ∼ (ζ, β/2− z) ∼ (ζ, z + β/2),
• for W = i, (ζ, z) ∼ (iζ, β/2− z) ∼ (iζ, z + β/2).
These symmetries involve a chain in the sign of Φˆ, but correctly describe symmetries of
the energy density. Unlike for the charge 2 monopole in R3, the symmetries are always
discrete due to the splitting into constituents. As |C| is reduced, the constituents move
closer together and in the limit C → 0 the phase of C can have no effect, reproducing the
axially symmetric charge 2 monopole [7] in this limit.
3 Small C
In the limit of small size to period ratio monopole chains behave like monopoles in R3,
whose energy density peaks roughly at the location of the zeros of the Higgs field. The two
scattering processes identified in section 2 correspond in this limit to the Atiyah-Hitchin
rounded cone (‘zeros together’) and trumpet (‘zeros apart’), as geodesic submanifolds of
the full four dimensional moduli space, [4]. Although it is straightforward to reach the
above conclusions numerically, the limit is nevertheless delicate to provide analytically in
the present formulation. In particular, it is not clear how the ALG type metric reduces to
the usual ALF of monopoles in R3 [8]. In this limit we also see that the coordinate W goes
bad, in the sense that the value of W at which the monopole Higgs zeros coincide increases
as C → 0, as shown in figure 1.
The particularly symmetric case with K = 0 is shown in figure 2 for the ‘zeros together’
and ‘zeros apart’ solutions, displaying the expected spatial symmetries (section 2 and
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Figure 1. |W | against C, showing how the value of |W | at which the monopole Higgs zeros coincide
in the ‘zeros apart’ configuration depends on C, both for W ∈ R and W ∈ iR. For ‘zeros together’,
the monopole zeros always coincide when K = 0.
Figure 2. Energy density for charge 2 monopole in the ‘zeros together’ (left) and ‘zeros apart’
(right) configuration with C = 1 and W = i.
ref. [3]). The ‘zeros apart’ geodesic for C = 1 and W > 1 has two monopole chains incoming
along the x axis, whose energy density is peaked at the Higgs zeros. At W ≈ 2.43 (figure 1)
the Higgs zeros coincide to give a toroidal configuration (figure 3 left). Reducing K further,
the ring breaks up along the z axis, giving two copies of a charge 1 monopole when W = 1
(figure 3 right, see also [2, 9]), which move apart parallel to the x axis for W < 1. The
geodesic with W ∈ iR again involves a double scattering, though this time the ‘doubled’
charge 1 chain is not encountered and chains depart at 90◦ to the incoming chains.
3.1 Regaining the Nahm equations
Defining the combinations Φ = i(T1 + iT2), Ar = T0, At = T3 of the Hitchin fields with
Ti =
1
2 ifiσi, we take the limit C = 0, such that det(Φ) = −K/2 and the Hitchin fields
on the cylinder depend only on r. This reproduces the usual Nahm equations in R3, and
although this approach is only valid in the strict limit C → 0, it is interesting to note how
the different ‘zeros together’ and ‘zeros apart’ solutions can still be seen in this limit.
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Figure 3. Energy density for charge 2 monopole in the ‘zeros apart’ configuration with C = 1 and
W = 2.43 (left) and W = 1 (right).
In the above notation, the Hitchin equations become Nahm equations, such that the
functions fi satisfy
dfi
dr
=
1
2
ijkfjfk (3.1)
and the Hitchin fields become
Φ = −1
2
(
0 f1 + f2
f1 − f2 0
)
dψ
dr
= 2f3
where we have chosen a gauge with Ar = 0. The spectral curve tells us that
−det(Φ) = 1
4
(f21 − f22 ) = C cosh(βs) +K/2,
and (3.1) immediately requires C = 0. In this form, with α = 0 and K ∈ R, the Nahm
equations can easily be solved in terms of elliptic functions [7, 10].
For real fi the Nahm transform provides a clear link between the symmetries of (ζ, z)
and those of (Φ, T3). It is thus expected that there will be different solutions to the Nahm
equations corresponding to the relative magnitudes of f21 , f
2
2 , f
2
3 . We note from [7, 10] that
for large K the monopoles are localised along the axis ei corresponding to the largest of
the f2i . We will fix ζ = e1 + ie2 and z = e3 (this is a gauge choice on the Nahm data), with
monopoles incoming along e1.
First of all we take f21 ≥ f22 ≥ f23 , and define a function a(K) and the elliptic modulus
k ∈ [0, 1] by
f21 − f22 = 2K f21 − f23 = a2 2K = a2k2
which are solved in terms of Jacobi elliptic functions defined for |ar| < K(k),
f1 = adck(ar) f2 = ak
′nck(ar) f3 = ak′sck(ar).
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Figure 4. (f1 + f2)/a (solid) and (f1 − f2)/a (dashed) for k = 0.9 plotted against x = ar (left, for
f21 > f
2
2 > f
2
3 ) and x =
√
2Kr (right, for f21 > f
2
3 > f
2
2 ).
In the limit K → 0 the monopole chains approach one another and3
f1 = f2 = a sec(ar) f3 = a tan(ar) ψ = 2 log(2ab sec(ar))
for some constant b.
The equality f1 = f2 in this limit describes a monopole configuration which is axially
symmetric about the periodic axis, and leads to 90◦ scattering in the plane when K becomes
negative (when f22 ≥ f21 ≥ f23 ).
Figure 4 (left) shows a plot of f1 ± f2 for k = 0.9, illustrating how both zeros are in
the same component of Φ (i.e. the ‘zeros together’ solution).
On the other hand, there is the possibility of having f21 ≥ f23 ≥ f22 . This time,
f21 − f22 = 2K f21 − f23 = a2 2Kk2 = a2
and the solution is
f1 =
√
2Kdck(
√
2Kr), f2 =
√
2Kk′sck(
√
2Kr), f3 =
√
2Kk′nck(
√
2Kr).
This time, when K = 0 we simply have f1 = f2 = f3 = 0, which is the Nahm data for
a single monopole. Figure 4 (right) shows f1 ± f2. The zeros of Φ are now in different
components and scattering is consistent with the ‘zeros apart’ solution.
3This expression for ψ can also be obtained from the ‘zeros together’ Hitchin equations with K = 0 by
use of an approximate solution [11] which improves as β →∞. This approach clarifies the transition, as β is
increased, between the smooth Nahm/Hitchin data valid on the entire length of the cylinder and the solution
valid on the finite interval ar ∈ pi/2(−1, 1) with singularities at the endpoints (note that K(0) = pi/2). In
essence, the singular solution for ψ arises from the β → ∞ limit of the boundary conditions ψ ∼ ±βr for
r → ±∞. It is pleasing to see that the limits β → ∞ and C → 0 yield the same result, in both cases
describing chains of small monopoles.
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Figure 5. Sequence (to be read from left to right and top to bottom) showing the scattering of
monopole chains with K ∈ R within the spectral approximation. Contours show energy density.
4 Large C
In the opposite limit, of large monopole size to period ratio, the structure again simplifies.
As C is increased, the fields become increasingly independent of z and the spectral approx-
imation [3] becomes an accurate description of the monopole. The monopole Higgs field is
known explicitly in this limit and can be read off directly from the spectral curve,
Φˆ =
i
β
Re
(
cosh−1
(
2ζ2 −K
2C
))
σ3,
and the energy density calculated through
E = 1
4
∇2|tr(Φˆ2)|. (4.1)
Geodesic motion with K ∈ R describes the movement of four lumps of energy density
located at ζ = ±√K/2± C undergoing a double scattering via a cross-shaped configuration
at K = 0, as shown in figure 5.
In the large C limit there is also a simplification in the solutions of the Hitchin equa-
tions. The C dependence of µ± in (1.1) means a non-trivial solution for ∇2Re(ψ) is only
supported at small C and in the vicinity of the two regions µ± ≈ 0. Thus, in the large
C limit, the smooth solution to (1.1) approaches the singular solution obtained by setting
both sides to zero.
Details of the geometry of the moduli space in this limit are given in [3, 4]. The
solutions to the Nahm/Hitchin equations in this limit, referred to above, imply that the
metric obtained from this data depends only on det(Φ), and is hence the same for the
‘zeros together’ and ‘zeros apart’ solutions. This is identical to the metric found from
the spectral approximation to the monopole fields in [3]. This metric has two logarithmic
singularities on the K plane. Numerically, for C & 36 we recover the z-independent fields
as approximately cylindrical tubes of energy density aligned with the z axis.
4.1 Nahm transform for large C
The large scale limit allows a demonstration of an example of the Nahm transform for the
construction of solutions to the Hitchin equations on R2 (twice dimensionally reduced self-
dual Yang-Mills equations). The general theory of Nahm transforms [12] suggests that the
Nahm transform on R2 is ‘self-reciprocal’ [13], thus mapping the large C limit of the periodic
monopole to Hitchin equations on R2, with a different topology and boundary conditions.
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It is not clear how to ‘unwrap’ the Hitchin cylinder in this limit, or how one might deal
with the singular nature of the solutions. However, as a step towards understanding this
instance of the Nahm transform, we show that in this limit the ‘spectral approximation’
can also be applied to the forward Nahm transform, allowing us to reproduce the initial
Nahm data from the approximate monopole fields. Below we look specifically at the charge
1 periodic monopole, although the argument can equally be applied to higher charges.
The inverse Nahm operator for the charge 1 periodic monopole [6] is
∆Ψ =
(
2∂s¯ − z ζ − Φ
ζ¯ − Φ† 2∂s + z
)(
ψ11 ψ12
ψ21 ψ22
)
= 0, (4.2)
where Φ = C cosh(βs). To study the large C limit, we suppress z dependence (setting
z = 0 above) and define new fields
i
∫
R2
dr dt (sΨ†Ψ) = iφˆ
∫
R2
dr dt (Ψ†∂jΨ) = aˆj
where iφˆ = Φˆ−iAˆz and j = x, y. These fields satisfy Hitchin equations in R2. Equation (4.2)
has an approximate solution valid at large C, [3, 6], in which the columns of Ψ are Gaussian
peaks at s = ±s0 with s0(ζ) defined through C cosh(βs0) = ζ. In this limit the monopole
fields are φˆ = s0σ3, aˆ = 0.
The idea is to use these approximate monopole fields to explicitly perform the forward
Nahm transform, i.e. starting from φˆ, aˆ obtain Φ and A. The Nahm operator is
∆ˆΨˆ =

2∂ζ¯ 0 s− s0 0
0 2∂ζ¯ 0 s+ s0
s¯− s¯0 0 2∂ζ 0
0 s¯+ s¯0 0 2∂ζ


ψˆ1
ψˆ2
ψˆ3
ψˆ4
 = 0, (4.3)
normalised solutions to which should give the charge 1 Nahm/Hitchin data,
Φ =
∫
R2
dx dy ζ
4∑
i=1
|ψˆi|2 = C cosh(βs) A =
∫
R2
dx dy
4∑
i=1
¯ˆ
ψi∂jψˆi = 0.
Solutions to the forward Nahm operator (4.3) are found using the same ideas as those for
the inverse transform. First of all, we note that the equations for ψˆ1 and ψˆ3 decouple from
those for ψˆ2 and ψˆ4. Writing ζ0 = C cosh(βs) and ζ = ζ0 + δ, we have
s− s0 = 1
β
cosh−1
(
ζ0
C
)
− 1
β
cosh−1
(
ζ0 + δ
C
)
= −ζ − ζ0
β
ξ +O(δ2)
where ξ−1 = C sinh(βs). ψˆ1 and ψˆ3 are supported away from s = 0, and we make the
Ansatz ψˆ1,3 ∼ exp(−c|ζ − ζ0|2), resulting in c = |ξ|/(2β) and ψˆ3 = −ξ−1/2ξ¯1/2ψˆ1.
The important point now is that, if we remain on the correct branch of cosh−1, the
quantity (s+ s0) will never be close to zero (as in [6], we must avoid the points ζ0 = ±C).
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Figure 6. Energy density isosurfaces for C = 4, W = i. On the left we see the constituent structure,
and on the right the twisted chain. Note the similarity to the Skyrmion chain configurations obtained
in [14].
Thus, ψˆ2,4 are small and slowly varying compared to ψˆ1,3. We thus approximate ψˆ2,4 ≈ 0,
so that normalising gives
|ψˆ1,3|2 = |ξ|
2piβ
e−|ξ||ζ−ζ0|
2/β.
The consistency relation ψˆ3 = ± ¯ˆψ1 fixes the phases on ψˆ1,3,
ψˆ1 = −
(
ξ
2piβ
)1/2
e−|ξ||ζ−ζ0|
2/(2β), ψˆ3 =
(
ξ¯
2piβ
)1/2
e−|ξ||ζ−ζ0|
2/(2β), (4.4)
yielding the expected Hitchin fields, Φ = ζ0 = C cosh(βs), A = 0. Note the solution (4.4)
is again exponentially localised, and the scaling with β is opposite to that of Ψ.
5 Intermediate C
Now the small and large C limits have been established, our aim is to understand the
intermediate regime numerically (adapting the procedure of [2]). Here we focus on the
‘zeros apart’ case, which displays a rich z behaviour. It is instructive to study the geodesics
W ∈ R, W ∈ iR and |W | = 1.
For W = i, the transition from small to large C involves the resolution of the energy
lumps of figure 2 into two constituents each. Curiously, however, the constituents are not
aligned with the x and y axes but with the lines x ± y = 0, such that the chain has been
twisted by different amounts along its length, figure 6. The W = i configuration on the
W ∈ iR geodesic is an intermediate case between W = ip with p  1 (for small C, this
describes incoming chains along x = y at z = β/2) and 0 < p  1 (outgoing chains along
x = −y at z = 0). Figure 7 shows configurations with W = 2i and W = 1.125i for C = 2,
illustrating the fusing of two chains in the W ∈ iR geodesic and showing the transition
between the W = i chains of figures 2 and 6.
The W = 1 configuration is the midpoint of scattering via the W ∈ R geodesic, for
which outgoing chains are simply shifted by β/2 relative to the ingoing chains (figure 8 left).
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Figure 7. Two points on the W = i geodesic with C = 2. Left: W = 2i, right: W = 1.125i. As
well as illustrating the scattering process, these energy density plots show how there is a transition
between the C = 1 case, where the energy is peaked in two regions near the z axis, and the C = 4
case, in which the energy is peaked away from the z axis. The ‘four pronged’ structures of figure 2
can be visualised as splitting the right hand structure above along z = pi.
Figure 8. Scattering for C = 4. Left: W = 1, right: W = eipi/3. The W = i configuration is shown
in figure 6.
We now describe the |W | = 1 geodesic. When W = 1, we have a ‘chain of doughnuts’,
all equally aligned and with period β/2. Altering the phase of W , the portion of the chain
in the vicinity of z = β/2 rotates anticlockwise while that near z = 0 and z = β rotates
clockwise such that at W = i they are at 45◦ to the coordinate axes. These configurations
are shown in figures 6 and 8 for C = 4.
As C is increased, the configuration deforms as shown in figure 9. The energy lumps
stretch in the xy plane and fuse along z such that when C is large enough, there are tubes
of energy density located in a cross shape aligned with the x and y axes.
Even for intermediate values of C, one can make a link with the results of the spectral
approximation by integrating the energy density along a z period across the xy plane. The
resulting quantity, shown in figure 10, is found to resemble the energy density expected
from the spectral approximation, insofar as the peaks are located along the coordinate axes
and there is still a minimum at x = y = 0.
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Figure 9. Left: C = 16, W = i, right: C = 36, W = i. Note how we approach the z-independent
result of the spectral approximation (figure 5, right hand panel).
−4 −2 0 2 4
−4
−2
0
2
4
Figure 10. Left: energy density integrated along a period for C = 4, K = 0. Unlike in figure 6
the energy peaks here are at the locations expected from the spectral approximation (right). Note
that this comparison requires a rescaling of the x, y coordinates by a factor of
√
C.
6 Higher charge chains
In this section we briefly make mention of the limits of varying C with the charge 3 periodic
monopole described in [9]. For K = 0 and small C the charge 3 configuration consists of
an approximately toroidal charge 2 monopole at z = β/6 and a roughly spherical charge
1 monopole at z = 2β/3. For large C, the spectral approximation predicts a collection of
tubes in a hexagonal configuration, with two of them found on the x axis.
A numerical study of the effect of increasing C is hindered by the need to make an
appropriate choice of step size in performing the numerical derivative of Φˆ to obtain the
energy density via (4.1), as Φˆ changes rapidly over small distances. Nonetheless, the charge
2 results suggest that for intermediate values of C the configuration can be thought of as
a chain of tetrahedra in alternating orientations disposed of as follows: place a base of the
tetrahedron at z = β/6, oriented such that one of the vertices is aligned with the y axis
and another vertex is on the z axis at z = 2β/3. The next tetrahedron shares the base,
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but is ‘upside down’ (with a vertex at z = −β/3) and rotated around the z axis by pi/3
relative to the first.
One can understand higher charges in a similar way. For instance, the charge 4 configu-
ration can occur in one of two types: either a chain of square pyramids disposed as with the
tetrahedra of the charge 3 chain (this is the ‘zeros apart’ configuration of [9]), or as a chain
of cubes, each rotated by pi/4 relative to the last (this is the ‘zeros opposite’ configuration).
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